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Tinder Gold Hack tool is the updated tool to generate Tinder Gold, Super

likes and boost. This tool helps you give an extra likes, boost, especially Gold 

premium. This tool is free and you can use this tool every time you need.

The good thing with this tool is safe to use and you won't get banned.

Tinder Gold is the latest premium subscription within the Tinder app that 

includes a feature that allows you to see who has already liked you. One of 

the purposes behind this feature is to (hopefully) differentiate people who are 

just swiping to swipe, and people who are genuinely interested in you. The 

subscription includes more than just the all-knowing power of who has liked 
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you. With Tinder Gold, users are able to access features like Unlimited Likes, 

extra Super Likes each day, and the Rewind feature, which allows you to go 

back once you've accidentally swiped the wrong way on some cutie 

• With tinder gold, you can swipe unlimited times, 5 super likes a day 

and one monthly boost. Note, if you don't use super likes in a day, you 

lost them. A super like will notify the other user and there is a better 

chance of response. Monthly boost will also increase the odds 

•   

• The difference lies in the features and prices that these versions have. 

When it comes to their features Tinder Plus and Tinder Gold are quite 

similar, the only difference is that Tinder Gold contains one more 

feature that Tinder Plus lacks. 

1. Upgrade to Tinder Plus for premium features like: 

*Unlimited Likes 

*Rewind your last swipe 

*5 Super likes a day 

*1 boost a month 

*Passport to swipe around the world 

*No ads 
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